
Automobile Engg V Semester Question Bank Automotive Transmission

Question Bank

III-YEAR AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

AT 6501 AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION

UNIT I - CLUTCH AND GEAR BOX

2 Marks Questions

1. What are the important requirements of an automotive transmission system? NOV/DEC 2011.

2. List out the requirements of transmission system. APL/MAY 2004.

3. What are the essential properties required for a clutch facing material? And how these are met with
in common materials?
4. What are the main functions to be performed by the vehicle transmission fluids. NOV/DEC 2004.
5. How clutches are classified?. APL/MAY 2005.
6. State the function of clutch.

7. State the requirements of clutch. NOV/DEC 2003
8. Write the three types of friction materials. Nov / Dec 2014
9. State the properties of good clutch lining.
10. What is meant by double deducting? Apl/May 2005.
11. Define single plate clutch and give on example. Nov / Dec 2014
12. With sketch illustrate the principle of friction clutch. Nov/Dec 2003.
13. Define multi plate clutch and give on example.

14. Define diaphragm spring type single plate clutch Nov/Dec 2003..

15. Write the advantages of fluid coupling. NOV/DEC 2004
16. Write the disadvantages of fluid coupling.
17. Define electromagnetic clutch.

18. Write the four adjustments in clutch plate.
19. List the requirement of a clutch. Nov/DEC 2012
20. Compare the single plate coil spring clutch and diaphragm clutch. Nov/DEC 2012.
21. What are requirements of transmission system? MAY/JUNE -2013
22. Enumerate the factors which influence the torque capacity of a clutch. MAY/JUNE -2013
23. What are the requirements for automatic gear box. Apl/May 2014
24. Define semi-centrifugal clutch. Apl/May 2014
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8 Marks Questions

1. Explain the requirements of a clutch.

2. Explain the friction material in clutch plate.
3. Explain the multiple wet clutches with help of neat sketch.
4. Explain the multiple dry clutches with help of neat sketch.

5. Explain the description of parts of a plate clutch. 6.Explain the diaphragm spring type single plate
clutch.

7. Explain Chevrolet „turbo glide‟ automatic transmission system with a sketch. Nov/Dec 2003.

8. Describe the construction and working of the single plate clutch.
9. Explain the centrifugal clutch with help of neat sketch.

16Marks Questions

1. What is the function of clutch? Draw a neat sketch of centrifugal clutch and explain its operations.

2. Discuss in detail the constructional features of a multi plate clutch. Explain clearly the functions of
each major component of the multi plate clutch. Nov//Dec 2011.

3. Explain the constructional operation of a single plate diaphragm type spring clutch. Nov/Dec 2003.

4. With the aid of neat sketches describe the constructional features of diaphragm type clutch. Discuss
the advantages and disadvantages of the diaphragm clutch over clutch employing helical springs.
Nov//Dec 2011. Nov / Dec 2014

5. Explain the semi-centrifugal clutch draw the neat sketch. Nov / Dec 2014

6. Discuss in detail about the construction and working of a diaphragm clutch with neat sketch.
Nov/DEC 2012.

7. Explain in detail about multiplate clutch with respect to construction, working and merits and
demerits. Nov/DEC 2012. Apr/May 2015

8. Describe in detail, the construction and working of a single plate diaphragm a spring clutch with
neat sketch. MAY/JUNE -2013

9. Describe in detail, the construction and working of a multi plate coil spring clutch with neat sketch.
MAY/JUNE -2013, Apr/May 2015
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UNIT II – HYDRODYNAMIC TRANSMISSION
2 Marks Questions

1. Define gear box.
2. Draw the layout of sliding mesh gear box. NOV//DEC 2003.
3. Write the advantages epicyclic gear system. NOV//DEC 2004.
4. What is meant by drag torque and how it can be reduced?. NOV//DEC 2004.
5. Why is helical gear preferred in transmission?
6. State the types of gear box.

7. Why is sliding mesh gear box not performed?
8. Define sliding mesh gear box. Nov/Dec 2014
9. Define constant mesh gear box.
10. What is functional of a gear box? Nov/Dec 2014
11. How is reverse gear obtained in the normal type of gear box?
12. What is the principle of “synchromesh” gear box?

13. If a gear box is noisy what items should be checked?
14. What are the advantages of the synchronism mechanism?
15. What is transfer case? Apr/May 2014
16. Why oil of high viscosity used in the gear box?
17. What is known as „selective transmission‟?Apr/May 2014
18. How are different speeds obtained in a planetary gear box?
19. What are the advantages of auxiliary transmission when used along with the conventional one?

20. What normally is the free wheel placed?
21.Define tractive effort. NOV/DEC 2012.
22.Distinguish constanat mesh gear box and sliding mesh gear box. NOV/DEC 2012.
22.

8 Marks Questions

1. Explain the of any one type of gear box.
2. Explain the sliding mesh gear box with help of neat sketch.
3. Explain the constant mesh gear box with help of neat sketch.
4. Explain the application of gear box.
5. Explain the comparison of selective type gear box.
6. What is the function of gear Box?.

7. Sketch the constant mesh gear box.
8. What are the advantages of the synchromesh gear box?
9. Explain the later Warner synchronizer gear?
10. What is a synchronizing device? How this device helps smooth gear engagement.APR/MAY2005
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16Marks Questions

1. Explain the working principle of sliding mesh gear box draw the suitable sketch. Nov / Dec 2014
2. Explain the working principle of constant mesh gear box draw the suitable sketch. MAY/JUNE2013.

3. Describe the working of a synchromesh gear box with the help of a neat sketch. What are the merits
and demerits of it compared to sliding mesh and constant mesh gear boxes. APL/MAY 2011.

4. A sliding mesh gear box giving 3 forward and one reverse gear ratios provides the speed reductions
as third 5:1, second 8:1, first 15:1 and reverse 18:1. The permanent speed reduction is 5:1at the rear
axle. Assume the speed of the lay shaft as half of the clutch shaft and the clutch pinion is to have at
least 15 teeth. Calculate the number of the teeth of the various gears. Apr/May 2014
5. Discuss in detail sbuot the construction and working of a synchromesh gear box (5+1) with neat
sketch ,and assuming gear teeth calculate the gear ratios. Nov/DEC 2012.

6. A four speed gear box is to have the following gear ratios,1.0,1.5,2.48 and 3.93. the centre distance
between the lay shaft and the main shaft is 73.12 mm and smallest pinion is to have at least 12 teeth
of the various wheels. Find the exact gear ratios. NOV/DEC 2012.

7. Describe in detail, the construction and working of a 4 forward and 1 reverse constant mesh gear
box with neat sketch. Draw the power flow diagrams in all gears. MAY/JUNE 2013. Apr/May 2014

8. A truck weighs 100111 N and the engine develops 97 k W at 2400 rpm. The top gear ratio is 3.4: 1
(90%) and the third gear ratio is 8.4 : 1 (85%).The perfor,ance of the vehicle is such that it will just
reach a speed of 86.8km/hr st 2400 rpm at a wide open throttle when running on the level.
MAY/JUNE 2013. Apr/May 2014
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UNIT –III EPICYCLIC GEAR BOX USED IN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
2 Marks Questions

1. What are the advantages of the fluid coupling? NOV/DEC 2004
2. Define torque capacity?
3. State principle of torque conversion?
4. State a few advantages of poly phase torque converters?
5. Differentiate clearly between a torque converter and a fluid coupling?APR/MAY 2005.
6. Write the three main differences between fluid coupling and torque converter.

7. Define slip in a fluid coupling. APR/MAY 2005.
8. What is function of the reaction member in the torque converter?
9. What do you mean by coupling point in two phase torque converter?
10. Draw the polar diagram illustrating the principle of hydro dynamic torque conversion.
11. What are the various means used to reduce drag torque in fluid coupling.
12. What are the limitations of fluid coupling? Apr/May 2014

13. What is the function of a torque converter? Apr/May 2014
14. What are the advantages of hydraulic transmission drives over other drives?
15.What are the limitations of hydrodynamic torque

converter?
16. Discuss the performance characteristics of fluid coupling? Nov / Dec 2014
17. What is multistage and poly phase torque converters? Nov / Dec 2014
18. What is meant by drag torque? NOV/DEC 2004.
19. What is the need of stator in a torque converter. NOV/DEC 2012
20. What are the functions of hydrodynamic torque converter. NOV/DEC 2012.

8 Marks Questions

1. Differentiate multistage and poly phase torque converter. APR/MAY 2005.

2. Describe with a neat sketch the constructional details of a fluid coupling and principle of operation
in detail. APR/MAY 2004.
3. Explain the performance characteristics of the poly phase converter.MAY/JUNE 2013.
4. Discuss the torque capacity and other performance characteristics of a fluid coupling. NOV/DEC

2011.

5. Explain the application of fluid coupling.
6. Explain the principle of operation of hydrodynamic fluid coupling with relevant sketch. NOV/DEC
2004.
7. Differentiate between hydrostatic drive and hydrodynamic drive.
8. By using the line sketch explain the working of hydrodynamic torque converter. NOV/DEC 2004.
9. Explain the principle operation of torque converter with a polar diagram. Nov/Dec 2003.

10. Explian the principle and operation of fluid coupling with neat sketches. APL/MAY 2004.
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16 Marks Questions

1. Sketch and explain the performance characteristics for the multistage and poly phase converter.
2. Explain  the  principle  of  operation  of hydrodynamic  torque  converter  with  a  polar  diagram.
NOV/DEC 2004.
3. What is fluid coupling? Explain its constructional details. Draw and explain its performance curves.

APL/MAY 2005.
4. Draw a neat sketch of a multi stage torque converter and working principle. APL/MAY 2004

APL/MAY 2004.

5. Describe with a neat sketch the construction and working principle of a Multistage and poly phase
Torque converter. Apr/May 2014

6. Sketch and explain the performance characteristics for the above two types of torque Converters
Nov / Dec 2011, APR / MAY 2004

7. Discuss in detail about construction and working of hydrodynamic torque converter NOV/DEC
2012. Apr/May 2014

8. Describe in detail about construction and working of Poly-phase torque converter with  neat sketch.
NOV/DEC 2012.

8.Explain with neat a sketch the construction and working of a single stage torque converter.MAY/DEC
2013.

9.Describe with neat a sketch the construction and working of a poly phase torque
converter.MAY/DEC2013.
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UNIT IV – AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

2 Marks Questions

1. Define automatic transmission. Nov / Dec 2014
2. What are main components of automatic transmission system?
3. Write the advantages of automatic transmission system.
4. Write the disadvantages of automatic transmission system.

5. Define the epicyclic gear train. NOV/DEC 2001.
6. State the Ford T- Model of the gear box.
7. State the Wilson gear box. Nov / Dec 2014
8. State the application Wilson type gear box.
9. Define the cotal epicycle gear box.
10. State the automatic over drive system.

11. What are the conditions of direct drive system?
12. State the complete over drive system.
13. State the advantages of over drive system.
14. State the disadvantages of over drive system.
15. Describe the over drive lubrication system. Apr/May 2014
16. State the hydraulic control system.
17. What are the main components used in hydraulic system.

18. State the pressure relief valve.
19. Describe the governor valve. Apr/May 2014
20. Describe the converter shuttle valve.

8Marks Questions

1. Explain the disadvantages of automatic transmission when compared to conventional transmission?
2. Explain the various part of an automatic transmission system.
3. Describe the working principle of a Wilson gear box with neat sketch. Nov/Dec 2011.
4. Write short notes on Ford T model gear box. Nov/Dec 2011.
5. Explain the overdrive the transmission system.

6. Explain the speed obtained by in a planetary gear box.
7. What is an over drive? How does it differ from free wheel?
8. Explain the how is reversing achieved in a planetary gear box.
9. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of over drive system.
10. Hydraulic control system of an automatic transmission system. Nov/Dec 2011.
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16 Marks Questions
1. Explain how second gear is obtained in Wilson gear box with a neat sketch. Deduce that gear ratio.

APR/ MAY 2004. & NOV/DEC 2004.
2. Describe the working principle ford –T model planetary transmission with suitable sketch. NOV/DEC

2004.
3. Explain the working principle of Wilson planetary type transmission. Draw neat sketch of the
system.

NOV/DEC 2004.
4. Explain the  construction and operation of  Cotal electromagnetic  transmission with neat sketch.

APR/ MAY 2004.

5. How shift valves are controlled by throttle and governor valves/with a hydraulic circuit explain how
second gear is engaged? NOV/DEC 2003.

6. Explain about the construction and working of an epicyclic gear train with neat sketch. NOV/DEC
2012.
7. Explain about the construction and working of Ford T model gear box with diagram. NOV/DEC 2012.
8. Explain with neat sketch the construction and working of a poly-phase torque converter. MAY/J
UNE
2013. Apr / May 2014

9. Explain with neat sketch the construction and working of „WILSON‟ automatic Gear box. If Ts1= 15,
Ts2 = Ts3=20, TA1=60, TA2= TA3=70, TA4= 50, calculate all the gear ratios.( Ts-No. of gear teeth on sun,
TA-No. of gear teeth on annulus). Apr / May 2014
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UNIT V - HYDROSTATIC AND ELECTRIC DRIVE
2 Marks Questions
1. What are the advantages of electrical drive? NOV/DEC 2004

2. What is the limitation of electrical drive?
3. What are the advantages of hydrostatic drives? NOV/DEC 2004.
4. Define the hydrodynamic drive system.
5. Define the hydrostatic drive system.
6. Compare with hydrodynamic and hydrostatic system.
7. Draw the curves of generator input torque and motor torque versus armature current.
8. What is the principle of electric torque conversion on an electric drives?

9. Define the early ward Leonard system of control. Apr / May 2014
10. Define the later ward Leonard system of control.
11. What are the differences in early and later ward Leonard system of control?
12. Whata is the disadvantages of hydrostatic drive. Nov/May 2014
13. Sketch the efficacy and torque characteristics for hydrostatic drives having
14. What the efficiency of a torque coveter varies with speed ratio? APR/MAY 2004.

15. What are the different types of hydrostatic transmission combination? Specify the feature of them.
16. Brief about advantages of electric drive in a automatic vehicle.
17. What is meant by turbo glide? NOV/DEC 2005.
18. Define the janny hydrostatic drive.
19. What is the effect of current on variation of torque of an electric drives? Nov/May 2014
20. What are types of hydrostatic drive?. Apr / May 2014
21.Compare the hydrodynamic drive and electric drive . NOV/DEC 2012
22.List the advantages and limitations of electric drive. NOV/DEC 2012

8 Marks Questions

1. With a circuit diagram explain the operation of Electric drive for city buses.
2. Describe janny hydrostatic transmission system with a neat sketch. NOV/DEC 2003.
3. Explain the principle of modified ward  Leonard  type of control  for electric drive  in vehicles.

NOV/DEC 2004.
4. Describe the working of early ward Leonard control system. NOV/DEC 2004.
5. Draw a schematic diagram of hydraulic control system for automatic transmission system.
NOV/DEC 2005.
6. Write short notes on Janny hydrostatic drive. NOV/DEC 2011.
7. Comparison between hydrostatic and hydrodynamic drives. NOV/DEC 2005.
8. Describe the modified Leonard control system. NOV/DEC 2011
9. Explain the types of hydrostatic drive system NOV/DEC 2011.
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16 Marks Questions
1. What are the principles  involved  in  hydrostatic drive? What are  it advantages and  limitation?
NOV/DEC 2005
2. Explain the principle of modified ward leonard type of control for electric drive in vehicles.
NOV/DEC 2003. NOV/DEC 2004
3. Describe the working of early ward Leonard control system. NOV/DEC 2004.
4. Explain the principle of ward Leonard type control system for electric drive. NOV/DEC 2004.
5. Explain with the  help of a  suitable  diagram the principle  and  working of any one  automatic
transmission system and describe the  method of control employed  in this type of transmission.

NOV/DEC 2011.
6. By using simple sketch explain the working of janney hydrostatic drive. NOV/DEC 2004. NOV/DEC

2004.

7. Describe about the Janny hydrostatic drive with respect to construction, working and merits and
demerits.
NOV/DEC 2012.

8. Discuss in detail about Ward Leonard control system with diagrams and advantages and
disadvantages. NOV/DEC 2012.
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